Florence School District Two is using the latest technology in identification system to protect your son or
daughter from identity fraud. This new form of identification uses the finger and its characteristics to uniquely
identify each person. The system measures many aspects of the finger to do this. The system DOES NOT
CREATE NOR DOES IT STORE ANY FINGERPRINTS. This form of identification is called Biometrics,
which translated, means measurements of human characteristics. THIS IS NOT FINGERPRINTING.
The system is one directional. The finger is initially scanned and our system takes a variable amount of
measurements based on the style of the finger and places these in storage by creating a numeric value
that represents these measurements. Again, NO FINGERPRINT IS STORED for any of the students. There
is no way to reverse the process and use the numeric values stored to create a fingerprint. Without the
finger being placed on the reader, there is no knowledge of how many measurements went into the
matching process to create this unique numeric. These measurements are random and unique to each
Biometric reading.
Once this system is implemented your son or daughter is in complete control of their own identity. They
only can be identified by placing their finger on the reader. This dramatically protects them from losing an
id number or sharing that number with other students

Biometric Release Form
I hereby give permission to Florence School District Two to enroll my child ______________________
in the identity system. It is my understanding that this system will be used for identity purposes only.

Circle YES or NO
Yes- I authorize school officials to enroll my child _________________________in the Biometric
System.
No- I do not authorize school officials to enroll my child _____________________ in the Biometric
System.

I authorize the above actions to be taken by school personnel with respect to my child in the
situation indicated above and explained in the Biometric System Letter.

_____________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

_______________________
Date

*Must Be Completed By All New Students
**To Be Completed By Currently Enrolled Students If Field is Blank or No in
PowerSchool

